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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our work in NTCIR-9 on RITE
Binary-class (BC) subtask and Multi-class (MC) subtask in
Simplified Chinese. We use classification method and
SVM classifier to identify the textual entailment. We
totally use thirteen statistical features as the classification
features in our system. The system includes three parts: (1)
Preprocessing, (2) Feature Extraction, (3) SVM Classifier.
In these three parts, we mainly focus on the second one.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing - text
analysis.
I.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and
Indexing - linguistic processing.

Text6: ⴻк৫нᒢⲴ㌆ቯ⯵઼㛶പ䞷ѻ䰤ަᇎᴹᇶнਟ
࠶Ⲵޣ㌫Ǆ
Text7: ⎧⒮ᡈҹᔰᢃˈԺ、઼ݻေ⢩Ⲵ⋩ࠪ→ڌਓˈ⋩
ԧк⏘Ǆ
Text8: ⎧⒮ᡈҹᔰ,ഐ、ေ⢩৺Ժݻ⋩→ڌ䗃ࠪˈ䙐ᡀ
⋩ԧк⏘Ǆ
In MC subtask, non-entailment contains contradiction and
independence. For instance, the relation between Text9 and
Text10 is contradiction. The contradiction means that t1 and t2
contradict or cannot be true at the same time given a text pair (t1,
t2). The independence means that if the pair (t1, t2) can not be put
into any of 4-way (forward/reverse/bidirection/contradiction), we
put it into the independence class.
Text9: օབྷа㻛〠ѪĀ⡡⓻⯵ѻ⡦āǄ
Text10: օབྷаѪㅜഋњਁ⧠⡡⓻⯵Ⲵ、ᆖᇦˈӵ∄俆ս
ਁ⧠㘵Ҷ 3 њᴸˈতԔԆ䭉ཡĀ⡡⓻⯵ѻ⡦āⲴ〠ਧǄ

General Terms
Experimentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
RITE is a generic benchmark task that addresses major text
understanding needed in various NLP/Information Access
research areas. In NTCIR-9, RITE task has four subtasks, we
focus on two of them, Binary-Class (BC) subtask and Multi-Class
(MC) subtask.
BC subtask means to identify whether text t1 entails or infers
hypothesis t2 or not given a text pair (t1, t2). For example, Text1
entailing Text2 means that Text1 has the same meaning with
Text2 and Text1 also has more meaning than Text2.

In this paper, we choose classification method and SVM classifier
to solve the entailment problem. BC subtask can be regarded as
two types of classification problem, entailment and
non-entailment. MC subtask can be looked on as five types of
classification problem, i.e. forward, reverse, bidirection,
contradiction and independence.

2. System Description
Our system includes three main modules, i.e. preprocessing,
feature extraction and SVM Classifier. Figure 1 illustrates our
system architecture in detail.

Text1:བྷ䟿֯⭘㊫പ䞷ሩḀӋӪᇩ᱃ᕅ䎧儈㹰ˈ⢩࡛ᱟ൘
ᵜቡᴹ㛮㜿⯮⯵㘵ˈ䮯ᵏᴽ⭘Պ䱽վ࣋⯛ݽǄ
Text2: བྷ䟿֯⭘㊫പ䞷㘵ˈਟ㜭࣏⯛ݽ㜭ՊਈᐞǄ
MC subtask means that 5-way labeling task to detect
(forward/reverse/bidirection) entailment or non-entailment
(contradiction/independence) in a text pair. Forward means that t1
entails t2 and t2 does not entail t1 given a text pair (t1, t2). For
example, the relation between Text3 and Text4 is forward.
Reverse means that t2 entails t1 and t1 does not entail t2 given a
text pair (t1, t2). For example, the relation between Text5 and
Text6 is reverse. If it is the case that t1 entails t2 and t2 entails t1,
then t1 and t2 are true in exactly the same situations, and are thus
equivalent. In other words, equivalence is the bidirectional
entailment and we also call it bidirection[3]. The relation between
Text7 and Text8 is bidirection.
Text3: ୀާᴹ䙊ਢᙗǃ䏓ણᙗǃ⸕䇶ᙗǃᇇᮉᙗǃᐕ㢪ᙗ
ㅹ⢩⛩ˈ᭵㻛ӪԜ䂹Ѫ㯿᯿ⲴĀⲮ、ޘҖāǄ

Figure 1. System Architecture
The following Figure 2 describes the SVM classifier in our
system.

Text4: ୀ㻛〠Ѫ㯿᯿ⲴⲮ、ޘҖǄ
Text5: ㌆ቯ⯵о㛶പ䞷ᴹޣǄ
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(x1, y1) and point p2 at (x2, y2), it is |x1 - x2| + |y1 - y2|.
Manhattan distance can be used to calculate the similarity
between text strings.
n

L(t1, t 2)
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Where t1, t 2 is the result of vectors t1 and t2 and we use
TF-IDF method to calculate the vectors t1 and t2.
(5) Euclidean distance
Euclidean distance also defines the distance between two points
and can be used to calculate the similarity between vectors.

Figure 2. SVM Classifier

2.1 Preprocessing
We choose ICTCLAS 1 as the tool to segment the Chinese word.
The following example is the preprocessing result of the original
training data given by NTCIR-9 after Chinese word segmentation
and removing stop words. Our system does not take the POS
tagging into accounts.
Example 1:

)& ))&
L(t1, t 2)

(6) The cosine similarity
The cosine similarity considers the similarity between t1 and t2 in
vector space.
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(7) Jaro-Winkler distance

2.2 Feature extraction
In this subsection, we mainly focus on 13 features used in our
system.
(1) Vocabulary overlapping
This feature considers how many same words existing in t1 and t2.
We use this feature because the more of the same words, the
higher similarity between them, and the pair (t1,t2) is more likely
to express the same meaning.

The Jaro–Winkler distance is a measure of similarity between two
strings. The higher the Jaro-Winkler distance for two strings is,
the more similar the strings are. The Jaro-Winkler distance metric
is designed and best suited for short strings such as person names.
The score is normalized such that 0 means no similarity and 1 is
an exact match.

Words (t1) Words (t 2)
Words (t1) Words (t 2)

LJW

(2) Length difference
This feature considers length difference between t1 and t2. We
use this feature because if text t1 entails hypothesis t2, t1 will be
more informative than t2. And this rule shows in the surface that
if t1 entails t2, the length of t1 is longer than the length of t2. And
the most important thing is that if the lengths of t1 and t2 are
almost equal, maybe the pair(t1, t2) is bidirection.

m
m
mt


3 * Length (t1) 3 * Length (t 2) 3 * m
max(Length(t1), Length(t 2))
1
2

L (t1, t 2)

Where, Words(t1) expresses the set of the words in text t1.

Where m is the number of strings that text t1 matching text t2.
Matching here means a string appearing in the t1 and t2 at same
time and the position interval no more than LJW.
(8) LCS similarity
The longest common subsequence (LCS) is to find the longest
subsequence common to all sequences in a set of sequences.

Sim(t1, t 2)

Sim(t1, t 2) | Length (t1)  Length (t 2) |
(3) Length ratio
If the difference in the length is too large, the similarity of the
pair(t1, t2) is low.

Length(t1)
Length(t 2)

(4) Manhattan distance
Manhattan distance defines the distance between two points
measured along axes at right angles. In a plane with point p1 at
1

2

i

i 1

)& ))&
Sim(t1, t 2)

<t1> Xbox ᗞ䖟 ޜਨ ӗ૱</t1>

Sim(t1, t 2)

i

n

<pair id=21 label=F>

Sim(t1, t 2)

n

¦ (t1  t 2 )

Length ( LCS (t1, t 2))
min( Length (t1), Length (t 2))

Where, LCS(t1, t2) refers to the longest common subsequence
between t1 and t2.
(9) Sentence similarity
Assuming we have any two sentences t1 and t2. The words of t1
are w11,w12,…,w1m. The words of t2 are w21,w22,…,w2n. The
words similarity between w1i(i>=1 and i<=m) and w2j(j>=1 and
j<=n) is expressed by Sim(w1i,w2j). max{Sim(w1i,w2j)|j>=1 and
j<=n} express that the maximum in Sim(w1i,w21),
Sim(w1i,w22), …, Sim(w1i,w2j). And the sentences similarity
based on CiLin can be calculated by the formula below.

http://ictclas.org/
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Sim(t1, t 2)

1 1 m
1 n
( ¦ max{Sim ( w1i , w2 j ) | 1 d j d n}  ¦ max{Sim ( w1i , w2 j ) | 1 d i d m})
2 mi1
n j1

We use tool in paper [1] to calculate words similarity.

preparing and scaling data set in LIBSVM form, our system
chooses the RBF kernel function to do the cross-validation.
Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the results of BC and MC respectively.

(10) Semantic distance similarity
The sentences distance similarity based on HowNet can be
calculated by the formula below.
Sim(t1, t 2)

1 1 m
1 n
( ¦ max{Sim ( w1i , w2 j ) | 1 d j d n}  ¦ max{Sim ( w1i , w2 j ) | 1 d i d m})
2 mi1
n j1

Here, we use tool in paper [2] to calculate the semantic distance
similarity based on HowNet.
(11) Antonyms
To calculate the pair number of the antonyms in a pair(t1,t2), we
must create a antonyms table. The n is the pair number of
antonyms in a pair(t1,t2). If n is 0, we think there is no any
antonym in the pair(t1,t2). If t1 and t2 are the same, the similarity
of t1 and t2 is 1. And if n is not 0, the pair have one or more pairs
antonyms may be contradiction.

0 (n! 0)
Sim(t1, t 2) ®
¯1 (n 0)

Figure 3. Training data for BC after cross-validation

The Sim(t1,t2) is the similarity of t1 and t2.
(12) Negative words
To calculate the number of negative word in each sentence, we
must create a negative table. The n1 and n2 are the number of
negative word in t1 and t2 respectively.

Sim(t1, t 2)

0 (n1 n 2 or n1%2
®
¯1 (otherwise)

n2%2)

The Sim(t1,t2) is the similarity of t1 and t2.
(13) Same words ratio in shorter sentence
According to our observation, we found the pair (t1, t2) in the
following example should be classified to bidirection.
Example 2:
Figure 4. Training data for MC after cross-validation

<pair id=21 label=F>
<t1>㖁᱃ 俆ᑝ ᢰᵟ ᙫ㻱 б</t1>

3. Experiments

<t2>б 㖁᱃ ޜਨ 俆ᑝ ᷦᶴ ᐸ</t2>

We submitted one result of BC and one result of MC to NTCIR-9.
The official evaluation results of performance are listed in the
Table 1. There is only one type of assessment, automatic
assessment by accuracy.

</pair>
In this pair, the same words in the sentences are not much. If it is
judged into bidirection, we can easily find that it is not reasonable.
So I wish the following feature can be used to solve this problem.

Sim(t1, t 2)

Words (min(t1, t 2)) |similarity

1

min( Length(t1), Length(t 2))

Where Words(min(t1,t2))|similarity=1 refers to the number of
words which words similarity equals 1 in the shorter sentence
between t1 and t2. Words similarity here is calculated based on
CiLin.

2.3 SVM classifier

Here, we choose LIBSVM 2 as the classifier. LIBSVM is a library
for support vector classification (SVM) and regression. After

2

Table1. Formal run experiment official results
Run
Subtask
Accuracy
RITE1-WUST-CS-BC-01
BC
0.725
RITE1-WUST-CS-MC-01
MC
0.582
Comparing with other groups, our system only achieves an
intermediate official result. There are 12 groups participate in the
BC subtask, and the results of 5 groups are better than us. There
are 31 results of BC submitted, and 10 results are better than us.
There are 11 groups participate in the MC subtask, and the results
of 6 groups are better than us. There are 27 results of MC
submitted, and 8 results are better than us.

3.1 BC subtask
Figure 8 is an experimental analysis of BC subtask. From the
picture, we can get much information, and we put the analysis
result in the Table 2.

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
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Table 2. Analysis of BC subtask
Label
Accuracy
Y
0.848
N
0.5
According to Table 2, we consider the accuracy of “Y” is good
and the accuracy of “N” is bad. And we think that the most
influence factors of accuracy are the judgment of the N mistakes.

According to Figure 6, we misjudge 21.4% of independence to
forward, 30% to reverse and 11.4% to bi-direction. Forward,
reverse and bi-direction belong to entailment, so 62.8% of “I”
classified to entailment. We think the reason is that we narrowed
the scope of the independent. We think “I” is the pair which the
sentence similarity is lower. But actually the sentence similarity
of many independence pairs is high. So this outcome caused. If
we consider more features to expand the boundary of
independence, the more improvement we will get.

4. Conclusions

Figure 5. Confusion Matrix of BC subtask
In BC subtask, we use the same features with MC subtask. And
we have not experiment other features because we have no time.
But BC and MC are different, we think if we choose some
different features to BC, the accuracy of BC would be higher.

3.2 MC subtask
Figure 9 is an experimental analysis of MC subtask. From the
picture, we can get much information, and we put the analysis
result in the Table 3.
Table 3. Analysis of MC subtask
Label
Accuracy
F
0.683
R
0.824
B
0.887
C
0.094
I
0.329
According to Table 3, we can find that contradiction is almost
wrong and independence is not ideal. And we think that the most
influence factors of accuracy are the judgment of the C and I
mistake.

Our RITE system depends on the method of classification. The
key to improve the accuracy we consider is features. In our
system, we use the same feature in BC and MC, but BC and MC
are different, we think if we choose different features to BC, the
accuracy of BC would be higher. In the MC subtask, many pairs
would like be judged into bidirection. So we think we should add
some features to limit the judgment of bidirection. By
experiments, this method can let the accuracy improve. In the
system, we almost consider only statistical features, we think if
we add some rule features; the accuracy will be significantly
improved.
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Figure 6. Confusion Matrix of MC subtask
In the experiment, we have found that contradiction is difficult to
judge. We added two features, antonyms and negative words, to
solve this problem, but the result is not better yet. We need to try
more features to solve the contradiction problem.
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